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Who Are They?

Innocent people

Rejected by many of their own people

How they can benefit the country

In need of our help



Friend or Foe?

They are the victims, not the terrorists

Over 13.5 million Syrian Refugees are in need of assistance

According to statistics, refugees pose practically zero threat to 

our safety



Rejected By Many, Accepted By Few

The countries that have accepted Syrian Refugees

The countries that have rejected Syrian Refugees

Why they have rejected them

Why they have accepted them



What Are the Benefits?

Syrian refugees have a broad range of helpful skills

They positively contribute to the countries they migrate to by…

Increasing economic growth

Expanding the tax base for the government

They fortify the economy

By allowing refugees into the country, 

they are safe from the civil war and have

a chance 

to start a new life 



If We Won’t Help Them, Then Who Will?

Over 465,000 Syrian refugees have died so far

They have limited food and medical supplies

6 million Syrians are still displaced in Syria- half of which are children

Children are at high risk of becoming ill, exploited, abused, and malnourished 

Families can barely make it alive and migrating is often fatal

Millions of refugees need our help, $4.5 billion was necessitated to do the bare 

minimum of helping the Syrians in need, but only $2.9 billion was obtained, 



What Can We Do To Help?

Make DUA!! 

Spread awareness 

Donate 

Fund Syrian refugees (families, children, etc.)



Product/Event

Event was held in Masjid Ann Arbor

Many people attended

Snacks and refreshments

Gave a presentation



Event Was a Success



Islamic Perspective

We must be merciful

Treat people how we would like to be treated

Doing what is right

Aid for our Muslims brothers/sisters



Reflections?

Enjoyable experience

A lot of new information

Responsibility

Continue working in this project



Any Questions?


